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Company updates 

 

T Clarke (CTO, 97p, £42m) 

Specialist electrical and building services contractor. HY (Jun) results. Rev -38%, £106m; u-lying op profit -

56%, £2.2m; margin 2.1% (HY 19, 2.9%); u-lying PBT -63%, £1.7m; £3m on non u-lying restructuring costs; u-

lying EPS -64%, No interim dividend. The board will consider dividends for 2020 “once the results for the 

year can be forecast with reasonable certainty”. Net cash £7.5m (£3.6m). Banking facilities of £25m renewed 

with the RCF extended to August 2024. Forward orders +8.6%, £402m. Trading: Revenue dropped from 

£70m in Q1 to £36m in Q2. Q1 margin 3%; ‘small profit’ in Q2. London and South divisions profitable, at 

reduced margins of 3.2% and 3.1%; North -1.1% margin. Annualised cost savings realised through 

restructuring. Outlook: Formal guidance remains suspended but “the Board expects the Group to remain 

profitable for 2020 and is cautiously optimistic for 2021 as a result of the secured order book and the 

number of exciting opportunities currently being tendered” including data centres and infrastructure. 

 

Capital & Counties Properties (CAPC, 144p, £1,226m)  

“Capco”, owner of Covent Garden retail property portfolio and Earls Court residential property 

redevelopment site, now disposed. Trading statement. Valuation: Covent Garden total property valuation -
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17%, £2.2bn since December 2019. Trading: Rent collected: Q1, 98%; Q2, 44%; Q3 27%, with 67% under 

alternative arrangements and 6% outstanding. Leasing activity affected significantly by the pandemic from 

early February onwards. 22 leasing transactions completed with a rental value of £2.7m (H1 2019: £13.0m).  

The majority of retail and dining outlets on the Covent Garden estate have reopened. Additional streets 

around the Piazza have been pedestrianised, allowing for greater freedom of movement and increased al 

fresco dining across the estate. Finances: Net debt at 31 June, £721m (Dec 19, £442m); LTV 32% (16%). 

Undrawn facilities and cash of £616m (£895m). £90m of deferred consideration from Earls Court sale 

received in March; a further £105m expected to be received later this year with the balance of £15m due in 

2021. Prospectus released on previously proposed acquisition of 26% stake in Shaftsbury. Viewpoint: Covent 

Garden is arguably ‘as good as it gets’ in the troubled retail and hospitality property space, but even it is not 

immune to the pandemic, with falling valuations and rent collection. 

 

In other news … 

 

McCarthy & Stone (MCS, 73p, £390m) is looking to buy 60 or more sites in or close to high streets over the 

next year, in “a response to Boris Johnson’s ‘build, build, build speech”, Property Week (link, paywall).  

 

Crossrail chiefs are preparing to ask for more money to complete the project which is facing further delays, 

constructionenquirer.com (link). A government update on the project yesterday also confirmed that 

Network Rail needs another £140m for work to integrate Crossrail with the national network. The main 

Crossrail budget of £18bn could rise again following delays blamed on Covid-19 disruption. The project was 

due to be completed in December 2018 but currently has a scheduled full opening date of mid 2022. 
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